2. Fusion of two leading FRVT systems also reduces verification errors by about 50%, [Section 6.4 ].
3.
In combination, fusion of scores from additional images and from three systems gives 99.7% true match rate at 1% false match rate, a ten-fold reduction in false non-match rate over the comparable single score result from the best system.
[Section 6.7].
4. The Chinese sub-population of the FRVT corpus is markedly easier to recognize, [Section 3.1].
5.
Performance varies little for eye-to-eye distances on the range 40 to 100 pixels, but does degrade with discrepancy between enrolled and test images, [Section 4.1].
6.
Although performance varies little with JPEG file size, (from 6k to 11k, image size 300 x 252 pixels), there is considerable degradation with compression-ratio computed on the face, [Section 4.2].
7.
The median inter-pupil FRVT image distance, 73 pixels, exceeds the minimum resolution of the token image in the draft face recognition interchange format. In addition the on-face compression ratio is 18 which is lower than the allowed maximum of 20, [Section 4.2].
8.
Performance is insensitive to in-plane head rotation up to ±12 degrees, but degrades mildly with discrepancy, [Section 4.3].
9.
Normalization is a legitimate means of boosting verification and open-set identification performance, by using background images. It's action is equivalent to setting user-specific thresholds,
10. Normalization is efficient, achieving its full effectiveness on background galleries as small 30, [Section 5.5].
11. z-Normalization is a simple, effective normalizer proven in speech, fingerprint and gait tests. 14.
In closed-set 1:N identification, the rate at which a user's match is found in the top p % of the enrolled population is largely independent of N , 
Introduction
This report 1 is intended to supplement the primary FRVT 2002 reports and to be relevant to more specialized audiences, particularly standards makers, policy makers, and developers in face recognition and other biometric fields including fusion. In addition some aspects have been included in response to the many comments received since the primary report was published in March 2003. Although the author acknowledges that the utility of performance numbers themselves is being eroded by technologocial advances through time, the report intends to highlight other relevant issues. For instance, certain elements of best practice evaluation methodology are advocated. In addition the material here is just a small subset of the analyses that could be conducted using the archived FRVT 2002 data, (for example, in the areas of database segmentation, independence, the biometric zoo) but equally there are gaps that can only be filled by further tests (for example, global ethnic variations, persons under the age of 18, image quality). Indeed several results in this paper are included to spur further investigation. This is particularly true on the statistical side, the assumption being that progress on the technology side is adequately active already. The contents of the report is broadly categorized into four areas: subject-specific effects, image-specific effects, normalization, and fusion. 
Metrics
The formal description of the metrics used in FRVT 2002 [5] , defines open-set 1:N identification as the most general biometric task and poses closed-set identification and verification as special cases of it.
Performance on the open-set problem should be quantified over two populations. First the impostors, those persons who are not present in the gallery, are used to compute the false match rate, P FA , which is needed to quantify rejection capability:
P FA (N, t) = Number of impostors matching any of N enrollees above threshold t Number of impostors (1) Second, for those persons who are "known" (i.e. previously enrolled) to a system, the open-set identification rate, P TA , is used to quantify user performance:
P TA (N, t) = Number of known users whose match is above threshold t Number of known users (2) A test quantifies performance using operating characteristics computed solely from all similarities, s ij , corresponding to the comparison of images i and j. Formally, the false match rate is the fraction of probes, p j , from an imposter set, P N , who are more similar than t to any (i.e. one or more) gallery entries, g i from gallery, G:
The definition of identification rate is the fraction of probe images p j from the user set, P G , whose matching gallery image, g i , from enrolled population G, has similarity score at or above an operating threshold, t:
where the operator id() represents the identity of the one person appearing in the image. Note that i and k subscript gallery elements (rows) of the similarity matrix, and j indexes probes (columns).
Autonomous Operation
Rank based criteria may be included in the true match rate definition. This is particularly appropriate in situations where a system is unattended, that is with automated, not manual, secondary processing.
P TA (N, t, k) = Number of known users whose match is above threshold t and at rank k or better Number of known users
The most common application is the case k = 1 representing a single forced choice, best guess, decision. In any case the formal definition is: The upper (red) trace ignores rank (eqs. 1 and 2), and the lower (blue) trace gives true matching at rank 1 (eq. 5). Normalization (sec. 5) was not used. Note the differing y-axis scales.
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Figure 2: Open-set identification performance plotted as generalized ROC, for the Cognitec system. The axes plot identification rate, versus false match rate, and enrolled population size.
where the rank R (for non-tied scores) is the number of gallery images, including the match, that have similarity greater than or equal to the match:
In the case of N = 1 rank is moot. Note that i and k subscript gallery elements (rows) of the similarity matrix, and j indexes probes (columns).
Degenerate Cases
The 1:N open-set task is the general case. In FRVT 2002 it was referred to as the watch-list problem and was presented after the two more commonly quoted special cases:
1:1 Verification This is the situation in which a user claims one particular identity and it corresponds to open-set identification in a gallery size of one [5] . Using |G| = 1 in (6) and (3) causes the rank inequality to disappear and the equations give simply the fractions of matches and non-matches above threshold. 
Many of the results in this paper

1:N Closed-set Identification
On the other hand, closed set identification is the 1:N comparison of an image whose match is known to be in the gallery. This is a special case that renders false match moot, which can be achieved by setting the threshold t = −∞ in (3). Closed-set identification is only occasionally applicable to real-world applications, but is notable as an academic construct because prior probabilities are not subsequently required.
Graphical Statements of Performance
Open-set Identification The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) is the most common and important statement of biometric performance. It depicts the trade-off between false and true match rates by plotting them parametrically with threshold t. It thereby cleanly devolves recognition performance from policy decisions involving priors and costs. Figure 1 is a more compact presentation of the data presented in Figure 2 , which includes its ROCs as vertical slices of the 3D surface obtained by plotting identification rate as a function of both false match rate and populations size. Figure 1 shows that the inclusion of a rank condition practically has an effect only for larger false match rates, i.e. those that are usually of less operational relevance. In the closed-set limit P FA = 1 the rank effect is significant. Without it P TA = 1 at P FA = 1.
Closed-set Identification
The primary FRVT report plotted closed-set identification rates in two ways, first as a function of rank for a specific gallery size giving cumulative match characteristics, and second as a function of gallery size for rank one. In this report we modify the latter by plotting the identification rate versus gallery size for various percentage ranks: Figure  3 shows the expected fraction of users that are recognized within the top k = pN/100 ranks, for various percentages, p, as a function of N . That the identification rate is approximately constant for large N is an indication that the 1:N closed-set model [6] is reasonable, at least for large gallery sizes. The model is
where M is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the match scores and F −1 is the inverse CDF of the nonmatch scores. The CDFs are rarely known and so must be estimated over some (large) population.
Metrics in Deployed Systems
Operational installations of biometric identification systems usually report just the closest few gallery members. Indeed it is common in AFIS systems to return candidate lists that contain zero or more entries. The logic used in the construction of a candidate list is generally proprietary and unknown, and may not even be fixed. Most often the list is a function of the scores returned in relation to a decision threshold and on some rank condition. For example a system might return no more than 10 gallery elements whose score to the user image is above 900. Nevertheless, performance in this paper is reported using equations (1) and (2), which are attempt-based rather than score-based, eqs. (3) and (4).
Subject-specific Effects
Ethnicity
Ethnic variation is clearly a potential source of performance variability for biometric technologies, particularly for visible face recognition. The effect of ethnicity on face recognition engines has not been documented publicly in any systematic and large scale way, so the Chinese result is included below to give one instance of an apparently significant population effect on recognition performance, and thereby to imply a need for testing on other populations. The State Department imagery used in FRVT 2002 is annotated with demographic information, and while the primary FRVT report detailed the effects of sex and age on performance, it did not address dependence on ethnicity. Indeed To assess the recognizability of this group we compare a standard performance measure for the Chinese group with the population as a whole. The FRVT Evaluation Report gave, in Figure 8 , verification performance for twelve disjoint populations of size 3000, using error ellipses to show the joint variation in the true-, and false-match rates, (P FA , P TA ). Figure 4 uses the same approach to quantify population performance variation. It shows for each FRVT system the receiver operating characteristic for the Chinese population and also for the general population, the latter being computed over 12 disjoint populations of size 639 (i.e. the size of the available Chinese population) and plotted as their mean with their error ellipses. The overall result is that the Chinese population is substantially easier to recognize; this cannot be attributed to age nor sex 2 because the population is only three months older with a 56.8% males rather than the overall 50.5% used in FRVT. The single point corresponding to 1% false match rate from the ROCs is repeated in columns 2 and 3 of Table 1 . In addition the table gives results for 1:N closed-set identification for two galleries N = 639 (i.e. small) and N = 37437 (large). Note that the identification rate for the Chinese population declines very little (0.91 vs. 0.92 for Cognitec) compared to the general population (0.86 vs. 0.73). This is due to a database segmentation effect: when an individual from one class is used in a 1:N search of a gallery made up mainly of individuals of a different class, the recognition process is much easier because the gallery is effectively much smaller than its nominal size, in this case 37437. Thus columns 4-5, and 2-3, more appropriately contrast the two populations. Database segmentation effects have been observed for sex and for age, and although these variables were addressed in the FRVT 2002 primary report, a more formal analysis of segmentation is warranted. Performance of face recognition systems is dependent on the ethnicities of the human subjects. By conducting a larger study across many ethnicities, performance of a deployed face recognition system can be simulated if a specification of the local ethnic composition is available. The method should not be considered a replacement for good experimental design [9] however.
Impostor Models
One to one verification is arguably the archetypal biometric application, and is ubiquitously deployed as an access control mechanism. It is incumbent on recognition systems to correctly accept legitimate users, and without reconfiguration, and to reject impostors. This section discusses two means of measuring reject performance.
Zero-effort Impostors
Although false acceptance is a natural hazard in human populations classified with imperfect algorithms, the existence of an active impostor is a primary security concern. Active here implies that the impostor has taken steps to mimic a legitimate user's biometric, the obvious examples in face recognition being cosmetic, subdermal or surgical disguises. However performance of biometric systems faced with active impostors is difficult to test on a large scale. Instead most research efforts use randomly selected members of the available data as zero-effort impostors. This essentially quantifies the natural inter-personal variation in the human population, and is representative of real world performance only in as much as an algorithm capable of differentiating zero-effort impostors from legitimate users can repeat the feat for persons actively making an effort. The primart FRVT 2002 report considered only zero-effort impostors.
Perfect Impostors
Although the FRVT 2002 test was not designed to address active impostors, a worst case one-to-one false match performance can be computed by emulating the perfect impostor -i.e that impostor who most closely matches the claimed identity. Verification performance, stated as an ROC, is obtained by computing the non-match distribution 2 The primary FRVT report shows evidence that older people and males are easier to recognize. from the top non-match score. This represents a worst case scenario in which all impostors make optimal decisions about whom to pretend to be, or equivalently, who benefit from having someone with a resemblance in the database. This latter aspect is predicated on the algorithm in question, and it should be emphasized that the perfect impostor for one system may not be for another. Thus the perfect impostor ROCs that appear in Figures 5 and 6 are computed from non-match distributions that are themselves computed from generally not identical image sets. The match distributions are the same in all cases, but the impostors differ. The figures include the effect of normalization which is discussed in section 5. Not shown in those figures is the effect of incompetent impostors who consistently claim to be precisely the wrong person. The probabilty of verification in such cases is essentially 1 for all false match rates.
Relation to Watch List Metric
Unfortunately the perfect impostor in 1:1 verification trials is not just a theoretical construct. The primary FRVT 2002 report included a lengthy treatment of the watch list application. This pertains to the situation in which a general population, passing through an airport concourse perhaps, are compared with a set of enrolled individuals, the persons on the watch list. This is perhaps the classic example of open-set negative identification, where the word negative is used to indicate that subjects claim implicitly not to be known to the system. The difficulty of the watch list task for large populations is that if a passer-by, a person not on the watch list, matches any of the watch list members above the system threshold an alarm is thrown. The computation of the false match rate is then precisely the same calculation (equation 3) as that for the perfect impostor shown above.
Extreme Non-Match Values
The non-match scores that define false match rates for the watch list are the extreme values of the non-match distribution. In practice if this extreme value distribution is estimated from similarity data, the sample mean will generally increase with the number of samples, i.e. the enrolled population size, considered. This arises because the expectation value of the maximum non-match score is a function of the number of samples drawn from the distribution. From order statistics the dependency on the population size is obtained by considering the expected value of the largest of G samples drawn from the non-match distribution.
where n(s) and N (s) are, respectively, the density and the CDF of the non-match distribution.
Image-specific Effects
This section addresses the variation in face recognition performance with the image-specific quantities, compression ratio, resolution and head rotation. Because the recognition process involves both the user's probe image and the enrolled gallery image, performance is a function of whatever quantity is under investigation. The most general way of presenting the result is to plot performance as a function of both the gallery and probe's variable values on a 3D scatter plot. However in the sections that follow alternative, the two values are combined to make plots more readable.
Resolution
The amount of information available to a recognition engine is related to the size of the face in the image. This is usually quantified by the number of pixels between the pupils. The FRVT images are loosely conformant to the specification of the canonical token image set forth in the draft international standard (SC37 - [4] ), particularly: the size of the image, 252 x 300, is close to the specification of 240 x 320; the median inter-pupil distance of 72 exceeds the standard's mandated minimum value of 60. However given a standard deviation of 9.4, some 7.3% of the images have an inter-pupil distance less than the standard's minimum. Figures 7 and 8 show verification performance as functions of the average of gallery and probe inter-pupil distance, and of the discrepancy between the gallery and probe's inter-pupil distance. The distances were obtained either by Figure 8: Performance as a function of the discrepancy between inter-pupil distances. At left the true match rate at a fixed threshold, and, at right, the false match rate at that same threshold. Normalization was not used. The table shows the number of images in each bin, |G| = |P G |. Note the small numbers at right.
manual location of the eyes, or from an implementation of the Schneiderman algorithm [14] . The result is a stronger dependency on the discrepancy between images than on the absolute value. This is somewhat counter-intuitive since recognition systems will inevitably degrade at low enough inter-pupil distances, and because they do take steps to normalize out geometrical variations.
Compression Ratio
The Department of State images used in FRVT are JPEG compressed. The images, having size 300 x 252 pixels with three color channels and a mean file size 9467 bytes, depart from the draft standard specification [4] in that the compression ratio of 24:1 exceeds the mandated maximum of 20:1. High compression ratios, like low resolution values, will ultimately lead to a degradation in recognition performance. This has previously been quantified [4] on a smaller data set, and on a set of originally uncompressed images [7] . Although the FRVT imagery was not designed to allow a similar controlled test of the effect of compression, the results that follow are included because of the large number, and operational nature, of the images used. Also by computing the compression ratio calculation over just the area that approximates the Inner Region, (i.e. the face plus minimal border; see Figure 13 ) as specified in the draft standard, the mean compression ratio, at 18:1, is within specification. The on-face ratio is computed by first determining the JPEG quality applied to the original image, and then using the JPEG compressor on the cropped image at that quality. Figure 9 shows, at left, a decline in true match rate as filesize is decreased, and, at right, a larger increase in false match rates. The computation is suspect because the filesize incorrectly includes the easy-to-compress uniform background, and should be considered a worse indicator of the effect of compression than that appearing in Figure 10 which shows that both true and false match rates suffer at compression ratios above about 21. This is congruent with the effect noted in the draft standard [4] . The Identix system is apparently alone in its successful suppression of false accepts at low compression ratios. Whether the other systems are tuned for moderate compression ratios is not inferable from these figures.
The figures do not show performance as a function of the discrepancy between compression in gallery and probe images.
In-plane Rotation
Although left to right head tilt (about optical axis) is a far less pernicious problem than out-of-plane rotations (facing down, or facing left, for example) it is generally removed by in-plane rotation prior to formal recognition. We therefore compute the effect of head tilt using the available FRVT data. A minority of the FRVT images depart from the proposed face recognition interchange format [4] in that the images exhibit some rotation. We therefore bin these by the tilt angle, as computed from the eye coordinates, and, as before, plot performance as functions of the mean in-plane head rotation angle, and the discrepancy. Figures 11 and 12 show an insensitivity to rotation up to 8 degrees. Beyond that there is generally an increase in error rates. However the overall variation over the available range of angles is small in comparison to the resolution and compression studies above. One exception, when there is a discrepancy between gallery and probe tilts, is that a drop in verification rate is partially offset by a drop in false match rate. This anomaly doesn't apply for the leading systems however.
Mixed Effects
It must be noted that the single-effect analyses given in this section will miss correlated covariates. For example the on-face compression ratio is positively correlated with the distance between the eyes. In that case formal statistical methods for failure analysis are warranted. These should generally include both subject and image specific covariates. Recent work [3, 2] along these lines uses generalized linear models in the analysis.
Normalization
The use of the normalization in FRVT 2002 has generated considerable discussion since the primary report. This section defines the operation, restates its use in FVRT, addresses its realizability and operational use, asseses it's utility Figure 10 : Verification performance as a function of the compression ratio computed over just the rectangle that bounds the face itself. The left figure gives the true accept rate at a fixed threshold, and at right is the false match rate at that same threshold. The table shows the number of images used to compute performance; in each case |G| = |P|. Figure 12 : Verification performance vs. discrepancy between gallery and probe in-plane rotation angles. The left plot shows true match rate at a fixed threshold; the right plot gives false match rate at that same threshold. The table gives the number of images, |G| = |P|, used for that angle. in improving performance, and shows how it renders 1:1 verification a 1:N operation. In addition the vendor-provided native normalization functions are compared with a simple and generic yet effective normalizer.
Overview
Normalization is a technique that aims to improve performance by implicitly setting a sample-specific threshold level. Various methods have been discussed and originate mostly in the speech community [13] where it is used to compensate for environmental variations. Normalization proceeds by comparing the user's image to the claimed match image and to other non-matching images, and adjusts the raw score on the basis of the extra scores. Although normalization is used here as a post-processing operation conducted at the similarity score level, it is more generally applicable in higher dimensions in preceeding recognition stages. It's mode of action is to reduce false match rates and it is therefore effective only for open-set tasks.
z-Normalization
A simple, yet effective normalizer, z-normalization [1] , is described here as an example. If a user's image is compared with G images, which may include one from the same user, a vector of G scores is produced. Normalization is a real mapping, f : R G → R G . In the case of z-normalization each element, x i of a vector of G scores, obtained by comparing a probe image with an internal gallery of G images, is transformed according to:
where m and s are the sample mean and standard deviation estimated solely from the elements of x:
Thus z-normalization standardizes each user's non-match distributions to approximately zero mean and unit deviation. The effect on performance is given in column two of Figures 5 and 6 the latter of which compares it with vendors' native normalizers. Some systems (Eyematic, Imagis, Dreammirh, Cvis, Identix, and Viisage) show improvement with z-normalization, although this is not always the case for the worst-case ROC. Other systems, Cognitec and Visionsphere, exhibit degraded performance. Particularly the case of Cognitec is interesting in that the variance of the post-normalized scores is large.
Operational Legality
The essential requirement of any normalization method is that the input is the vector of similarities obtained from one probe against some gallery. Simultaneous use of multiple probes' similarity data is invalid because operational realism dictates that decisions on whether to accept or reject users are inherently sequential and separate 3 .
A second qualification is that because normalization involves comparisons with extra images, a throughput performance penalty is incurred. In this sense the use of normalization in the primary FRVT 2002 report was optimistic in that a full gallery (of size 3000, in Figure 8 ) was used as the background. The addtional benefit of this is covered in the next sections, specifically Table 2 . However the full benefit of normalization is legitimately realizable if the application of interest includes a 1:N identification search, in which all N similarity scores are generated and normalization could be computed at "full" size. Thus the relevant metric for quantifying the effect of normalization is the 1:N open-set identification rate (as shown in Figure 1 ).
Normalization in FRVT 2002
The use of normalization should be invisible to the operator as it is just another processing step that embeds a vendor's intellectual property. Configuration and use are properly vendor responsibilities. In FRVT 2002, however, normalization functions were provided for post-test execution by NIST. This was done because the FRVT test required target and query sets of size 121589 to be compared (see primary report), such that scoreable extracts, corresponding to properly formed galleries against user and impostor sets, could be normalized and scored separately. The break-out results addressing for example, ethnicity, sex, inter-pupil distance et cetera, are computed from such extracts. In all cases therefore normalization was applied to each column of such a submatrix. FRVT 2002 allowed two normalization variants termed F1 and F2 each in three roles: ident, verif and watch. The F2 variant, takes the matrix of similarities of the gallery elements against themselves, as additional input. The ident function was applied when computing closed-set identification performance; no significant improvement was observed, usually because the functions do not re-order the similarity values, thereby leaving rank-based measures, such as cumulative match characteristic, invariant. The verif and watch methods showed efficacy, because the open-set problems are sensitive to the distributions of the scores.
Efficiency
FRVT 2002 quantified the performance gains available from normalization. Specifically the verification results were obtained from vectors of normalized scores of dimension 3000, i.e. normalization was applied to a long vector. Given that normalization on a vector of dimension 1 is ineffective this begs the question: how big a background population is needed to realize normalization's full benefit? This efficiency issue has considerable implications on the processing time needed for its use. The technique can improve the 1:1 verification but at the expense of making it a 1:N operation. The finding that N can be much smaller typically than an enrolled population is important. Precisely which images should be used in the internal gallery is not addressed here, but clearly could be of considerable importance. The procedure below was used to assess the effect of normalization for a given internal gallery size. It is broken into two parts, estimating, respectively, the cumulative distribution functions of the match and non-match scores, M (x) and N (x). The ROC follows simply as a plot of
1. Select a set P of legitimate users 2. Select a set I of impostors (a) Generate a set B containing K randomly selected background images (b) For each p ∈ P i. Let x 1 be the similarity of p with its actual match ii. Let x k be the similarity of p with the background elements b k ∈ B, k = 2 . . . K + 1 iii. Normalize the vector (x 1 , x 2 . . . x K+1 ), store the result as vector y iv. Extract the normalized match score, y 1 and retain it in S M .
(c) For each p ∈ I i. Let x 1 be the similarity of p with some a claimed match (actually a non-match) A caveat to this approach is that it is not known to what extent normalization has already been applied to the scores. In particular z-normalization actually degrades the Cognitec scores, which may suggest they were normalized at source. The results are presented in Table 2 . The first row, for gallery size zero, is the verification rate (P TA at P FA = 1%) without any external normalization, and the last row, for gallery size 3000, is the result presented in the FRVT report. All the other values are obtained using the sampling method given above. The commercial normalizers attain their benefits within a background gallery of fewer than 100. The z-normalization method underperforms the leading systems' normalizers. Particularly the NIST implementation has no special handling for small background galleries (except for N = 1, 2). However for large background galleries z-normalization achieves almost identical performance to all of the supplied native normalizers.
Fusion
The benefits available from biometric fusion have been extensively documented for many applications. Indeed with renewed emphasis on very high performance and robustness fusion is attracting considerable attention. The term fusion can be applied in at least three ways:
1. Samples Several instances of a given individual are processed by one system.
Systems Several algorithms processing the same input.
3. Modes Multiple biometric modalities are presented to a suitable system. For example: face and fingerprint; iris and hand geometry; and face, iris, and fingerprint.
FRVT 2002 only included face imagery so the third category is beyond study here. But instead system level fusion is reported below for all pairs of FRVT participants, for the three leading systems, and for single systems operating on multiple images. The fusion methods used here were developed by NIST, without input or comment from the vendors.
Score Level Fusion
Fusion can be conducted at, at least, the image, feature, score, rank or decision stages. It is widely known that early stage fusion, in higher dimensional spaces, offers the most benefit, and for this reason fusion is properly the responsibility of the algorithm developer. Indeed the only role of the tester seeking to demonstrate the utility of fusion is to design it into the test structure.
Multiple Samples:
The tester should arrange to supply a system with multiple signatures (i.e. arbitrary collections of biometric samples from a person) [10] . The architecture depicted in Figure 15 shows this for face, but could equally apply to the multi-modal case too.
Multiple Systems:
The tester should arrange to obtain a single similarity value from a common input. This requires no special treatment by the tester because, as Figure 16 shows, multiple systems, working in concert, essentially form a single black box system.
The Human ID Evaluation Framework [10] , an XML infrastructure used in the administration of FRVT 2002 4 , supports multiple, arbitrary biometric, image sets as input. This capability was only exploited in FRVT 2002 for video sequences and not for the High Computational Intensity Tests considered here. It is therefore not clear to what extent the systems tested in FRVT 2002 were capable of fusion at any level. Thus, although the score-level fusion reported below should be deprecated in standard testing protocols, it is nevertheless reported here because of its policy implications, and because it establishes an empirical lower bound baseline that vendors should, at least, be able to match. 4 And the Fingerprint Vendor Test (FPVTE): Report due early 2004.
Scaling
When fusing scores from multiple systems, the first step is to map disparately distributed scores from the systems onto a common range. Several methods of doing this are ubiquitous: linear scaling either via maximum and minimum values, or sample mean and variance estimates, and various non-linear scalings [8] . The method used here employs an estimate of each system's match-score distribution, and is not described in the literature surveyed by the author. For fusion of scores from multiple images processed by a single system, scaling is optional. Here we compare recognition performance obtained from fusion of scaled and unscaled scores. Formally the i-th score from the k-th system is transformed using an empirical estimate of the cumulative distribution function of the match scores, M k ,
The resulting match scores will be approximately uniform on [0, 1]. The non-match scores by contrast have some unknown distribution with a peak at zero corresponding to any score lower than the lowest match score used in the estimation of M k . That some match scores, too, are at or near zero is not intrinsically deleterious to successful fusion. This may be avoided by using M k (x) + N k (x) as the scaling function, with N k the CDF of the non-match scores. However this, and the linear scaling methods, were found to be consistently inferior.
Learned Scaling
The legitimacy of using M k (x) merits some discussion. Its use is predicated on the assumption that a reasonable estimate of the match scores can be obtained for a system before deployment. If this is possible, for example by using a representative volunteer corpus, or by using early users of the deployed system, then the method is legitimate. Indeed it is not clear to what extent a vendor will know the statistics (even to low order) of the match scores, and be able to exploit them. That is, the same legitimacy question arises for linear scalers too, where low order statistics (minimum and maximum, or mean and standard deviation) are used, because they too must be estimated empirically. Also the usual caveat, that the distributions may change over time because of sensor or illuminations changes, applies.
Multi-image Fusion
This section considers the utility of fusing one system's scores from several probe-gallery image comparisons. Two methods of fusing are considered. First is the addition of K similarity scores from K + 1 images:
Second is the summation of scaled scores:
where M is the cdf of the match scores. We also include the effect of z-normalizing the fused scores:
where Z represents the operation defined in eq. (9). We report multi-sample fusion results on two subpopulations of the FRVT corpus. First is the 1678 persons with five or more images; second is the 4678 persons with four or more images. The former is a subset of the latter. This allowed fusion of, respectively, 1 . . . 4 and 1 . . . 3 scores to be conducted, i.e. those similarity values resulting from the comparison of a probe to each of four and three gallery images. The results of using the various combinations of scaling and normalization are shown in Table 3 , notes on which follow: Table 3 : Verification performance at a fixed 1% false match rate, for various combinations of scaled and z-normed summations of similarity scores. The left and right tables pertain, respectively, to the 1678 and 4678 person populations with five and four or more images per person. The number of fused scores, K, corresponds to the comparison of a single probe with K gallery entries. The four math expressions at the head of the columns refer, respectively, to summation of raw scores, summation of M-scaled scores, z-normalization of the summation of raw scores, and znormalization of the summation of M-scaled scores. 2. Effect of K Performance improves substantially with K. Only Visionsphere shows an anomalous decline in performance. For the leading systems much of the improvement is realized for K = 2. Thereafter returns typically diminish. For example, looking at the Identix system for summed raw scores, for the five image population, the false non-match rate (i.e. 1 − P TA ) decreases from 8% (K = 1) to 6% (K = 2) with only a further reduction of 0.7% for two more scores.
3. Effect of Scaling Performance without fusion, K = 1, is unchanged by the scaling operation because M (x) is a monotonic function of x. However the distribution of the scores does change and therefore z-normalization does change the result for K = 1.
With multiple scores, i.e. K ≥ 2, the use of scaling improves performance except in the case of Dreammirh. This is to be expected on the basis that M is adding information.
Effect of z-Normalization
The best results are obtained with z-normalization. The highest verification rate, P TA = 99.4% at P FA = 1% , is obtained from the Cognitec system after z-normalization of the sum of four scaled scores. The technique is effective for scaled and unscaled scores.
Mechanism of Action
Fusion essentially integrates information from multiple images. The process can potentially average away any abnormally low match values arising from single-image quality defects. However the likely reason for the success of the technique stems from the fact that face recognition systems depend on accurate localization of facial features, in particular the eyes. The incorporation of multiple images effectively reduces localization errors via averaging. Systems based on eigenface techniques should reap significantly more benefit from such information than other published algorithms such as LFA.
The extent to which a single high resolution image would solve the localization difficulties in small images is not known. Certain performance improvements may be available by giving greater weight to recent images, or by factoring in per-image assessments of image quality. Figures 17 and 18 show the full ROCs for the two kinds of scaling. Both include z-normalization. Table 4 : Verification performance at P FA = 0.01 for systems fused in pairs without weighting. The inputs to all fusions are non-normalized scores. The above diagonal elements are computed from similarities that have been znormed after fusion. The on-diagonal elements give the plain verification scores with no pre-or post-normalization.
Full ROCs
Bold entries indicate an improvement over both systems run alone.
Effect of Elapsed Time
The multi-sample fusion studies above make use of images obtained over a period of several years. Many applications, however, would benefit if the same performance improvements were all obtained on the same day. Although a full study of this is beyond the FRVT 2002 design, Figure 19 shows the relative benefit of fusion for increasingly time lapsed gallery and probe-pair images. It plots 1:1 verification performance against the time elapsed between the gallery image and the latter of the two probe images whose two scores are fused. It compares this with the result reported in the FRVT primary report showing single probe (i.e. no fusion) verification as a function of time. The conclusion is that the benefit, i.e. the fractional reduction in false non-match rate 1 − P TA , is marginally higher for short elapsed times.
Multi-system Fusion
The issue of whether recognition systems fail on the same images is worthy of some investigation. For now, we assume that there is limited overlap in the failures and proceed to fuse the scores from multiple systems, first pairwise and then in a triple. Scaling is necessary so the fusion of K systems extends the multi-sample equations (13) and (14) to include system-specific scaling functions: Figure 4 shows the effect of pairwise fusion of the FRVT 2002 systems participating in the High Computational Intensity test. Because the fusion is symmetric, the above diagonal elements would be redundant and are therefore replaced by those that result if the fused scores are z-normalized. The data sets used for this study are eleven disjoint sets each of size |G| = 3000, |P G | = |P N | = 6000. The best result, from Identix and Cognitec, with post-fusion z-normalization, has P TA = 95.4% at P FA = 1% representing a reduction in verification errors of more than a factor of two over the best FRVT 2002 result, P TA = 90.1%.
Weighted Fusion
When certain systems are more capable than others a weighted fusion is one method of accounting for this: Table 6 : Weights applied in equation 13 to the pairwise system fusion. For entries below the diagonal the weight applies to the system given in that row, the other system has weight 1. For entries above the diagonal the weight is applied to the system indicated by the column name, the other system has weight 1. The above-diagonal elements applies to the scores that have been z-normed after fusion. Those below the diagonal do not use post normalization. 
where, without loss of generality, w K = 1. The weights w k are obtained as that set that minimizes the area under the ROC curve
where N (x) is the cumulative distribution function of the fused non-match scores and m(x) is the density of the matches. In practice these are not known so the area is approximated by numerical integration of the above using empirical estimates for the distributions. The optimizer itself is the 1D Brent optimization algorithm [12] . For three or more systems a multidimensional principal axis method known as praxis 5 is used. In neither case is derivative information required. A distinct set of 3000 x 6000 images is used for this training. The results, shown in Table 5 , are only moderately better than for the unweighted fusion, except for those many cases where one of the leading systems is fused with one of the less capable systems. Table 6 shows the weights applied.
Three System Fusion
Taking this approach further, Figure 20 shows ROCs for the weighted fusion of the scores from the three leading FRVT participants, Eyematic, Identix and Cognitec. The verification result, P TA = 0.962 at P FA = 0.01, is superior to that obtained by pairwise fusion of Identix and Cognitec, namely P TA = 0.957.
Multi-system and Multi-image Fusion
The method of fusion generalizes to the fusion of multiple images and multiple systems. Several strategies may be entertained for doing this: straightforward fusion of all image scores from all systems; of images then systems; and finally of systems then images. With unweighted additive models these schemes are equivalent, but in the general case the results differ. Although the results described below were obtained with the first "all in" strategy, a more realistic integration would be to form a black box hybrid system, which internally would direct an image through the separate systems in parallel, fuse the output scores, and emit only the one result. This architectural difference does not significantly alter the results. The result, shown in Figure 21 , gives the verification result obtained by fusing scores from the three leading systems, i.e. Cognitec, Eyematic and Identix. The four traces on each graph correspond to the use of one, two, three and four probe images compared with the gallery. The fusion is unweighted. It cannot be compared with the pairwise fusion in Table 4 because here only the 1678 person population has been used. Instead the results are comparable with the multiimage, single-system results shown in Table 3 . The conclusion is that the three systems together usually outperform any one system alone. The best result, a true match rate of 99.7% at 1% false match rate, obtained with four-score fusion, scaling and z-normalization, is an improvement from 99.4% for Cognitec alone. The extent to which weighting the systems would improve this further is not known at this time.
Correction
The primary FRVT report [11] presents a watch list ROC (cf. Figure 1 here) in Figure 12 . The caption, and the relevant passage in the main text, should reflect a gallery size of 800, not 3000.
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